Your goal in this assignment is to read in a file called "grades.csv", do a few computations on the data from this file, then
output the results of your computations. When I am grading, I will be looking to make sure you complete the three
following tasks:
(TASK A) Read in the file "grades.csv" to one or multiple arrays.
(TASK B) Run certain computations using the data in these arrays.
(TASK C) Properly formatting your results of the computations to console.
(TASK D) Properly writing your formatted results of the computations to a file.
First, we must understand what the file "grades.csv" contains. A .csv file is called a comma separated values file. It is a way
to present tabular data, such as the rows and columns in an Excel file, in plain-text form. Open the file "grades.xlsx" using
Excel or some spreadsheet program and "grades.csv" using a text editor like Notepad. Notice that each row of the .csv file
corresponds to a row in the table in the .xlsx file. Each column entry in the .xlsx file is separated by a comma in the .csv file.

It is a fairly easy task to convert a .xlsx file to a .csv file (and vice versa) in Excel by going to File -> Save As and choosing the
appropriate save type.
Now that we understand what a .csv file is, we need to understand the content contained in these files. Both of these files
contain the gradebook data for an imaginary class. The first row contains the headings, and each row thereafter is the data
for a particular student. The grade is calculated from the following totals:
Exam 1 - 4:
Final Exam:
Quiz 1 - 19:
Project:
Bonus:
Total:

115 points each
230 points
10 points each
120 points
if Y (yes), then add 10 points, else (N for no) add 0 points
4*115 + 230 + 19*10 + 120 = 1000 points

Now let me explain the tasks in more detail.

(TASK A)
1) Read in the file: You need to read in the file in to an array or multiple arrays. Material from 4.10 will be useful here. Be
careful about what the size of the array is and what data type is stored in this array.
2) Split each row in to multiple pieces (if necessary): Depending on how you completed the step above, you might have
read in a String of words separated by commas. The best way to split up this string is by using split method. For
example, we use the split method to take str1 and turn it in to an array called array1 containing three Strings that
looks like {"Name", "Exam 1", "Exam 2"}:
String str1 = "Name,Exam 1,Exam 2";
String[] array1 = str1.split(",");
(TASK B)
1) Compute the grade for each student: Once the data is read in, you now have access to each student's score. Knowing the
point totals, you can calculate their grade based on the following scale (in percent):
98-100+ A+
92-98
A
90-92
A88-90
B+
82-88
B
80-82
B78-80
C+
72-78
C
70-72
C68-70
D+
62-68
D
60-62
D<60
F
This can be accomplished with a loop.
2) Compute the distribution of grades: Once you calculate everyone's grade, you should keep track of the number of people
that received each grade. This can be accomplished with a loop.
3) Compute the average grade: Once you calculate everyone's grade, calculate the average grade for the entire class as a
percentage. This can be accomplished with a loop.

(TASK C)
Print out your results to console like this:

(TASK D)
Print the exact output you have from (TASK C) to a file called results.txt. I attached an example to this assignment.
BONUS:
* Figure out how to make your code adapt to gradebooks with a different numbers of students, a different number of
assignments/exams/quizzes/projects, and different point totals.
* Output your grades with the last names sorted alphabetically.
* Output the class average for each assignment.

